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-people 'dread their curse, but many give them neither
respect nof lave. At a place like Bisheshwar's temple
there is always a host of ordinary beggars, who clamour
foi alms, and receive from some two or three'shells, .
called cowries^ sixty of which go to make up a halfpenny,,
.frorft Others a little grain, and from the more liberal or
rnore wealthy a small coin.
From this stirring scene you have only a few steps
to go to find yourself in the large mosque built by the
Emperor Aurungzeb on the site of the old temple of
Bisheshwar, which was thrown down to give place to it
The contrast is- very striking. You have left the bust-
ling, noisy crbwd, and see only a few individuals in the
attitude of devotion—now standing wkhr -folded hands,
then on their knees, then with forehead touching the
floor, engaged in supplicating the Invisible One. Instead
of grotesque and repulsive images meeting your view,
you see very little ornament of any kind, and are im-
pressed with the severe simplicity of the lofty building.
The more one knows of Muhammadanism, the more
grievous are its defects and errors seen to be; but in the
simplicity of its mosques, which has nothing in common
with the sordid barn-like bareness too characteristic at
one time of many places of worship in our own land,
-there is much from wfyich Christians might learn a useful
lesson.
Within a stone's throw of Bisheshwar's temple there is
a host of temples, none of them very large, some of
them small, but most covered with carving, to some
extent for mere ornamentation, but chiefly for the pur-
pose of illustrating the objects of Hindu worship. If
you visit them you will see everything is accordant with
the great shrine you have left You will see Shiva,

